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President’s
Report
Greg Findon
I have the MFNZ membership cards for 2017/18 and
will bring them to the field. If you need them urgently
please let me know so that we can make
arrangements for delivery.

to complete 3 rounds in the 1.5hr time slot. The 2m
bungee launch glider competition is the only event
that closes the use of the flying strip from 9.00 –
10.30am. For all other Club competitions the flying
strip is open for general flying from 9.00am.

With the help of 3 our younger
members the Club’s Facebook page is
now more active. Facebook is a great
way to get information out to members
as well as the general public. We still
have our own website which lists all
events and policies etc. Check them out some time.

Club nights are important and form part of the
structure of any Club. To make them worthwhile for
members to attend the Committee needs your
suggestions on things to do. Please if you have
visited some place you enjoyed or heard of a good
guest speaker, let us know about it and we will do the
organising to make it a Club night.
The flying strip is
looking good, again
thanks to the team
who offer their time
to cut the grass and
roll the strip.

To our new member
This month we welcomed another new members to
the Club, Warwick Blanchard. Warwick says that
many years ago he had some experience with free
flight planes and now has the time to take up radio
control flying. Warwick lives in Halcombe. Please
make yourself known to Warwick and I am sure you
will make him most welcome to the Club.

Enjoy your flying
Regards,
Greg Findon
President,
PN Aeroneers

Again this month the Club had 8 members
participating in the 2m bungee launch glider
competition. With the co-operation of all we were able

Pilots Weather Stone
Condition
Forecast
Stone is wet
Rain
Stone is dry
Not raining yet
Stone is warm
Sunny
Stone is white on top
Snowing
Can’t see stone
Foggy
Stone swinging
Windy
Stone gone
Tornado
Stone jumping up and down Earthquake
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A police officer stops a
blonde for speeding and
asks her very nicely if he could see
her license.
She replied in a huff, 'I wish you guys
would get your act together.
Just yesterday you
take away my
license and then today you expect me
to show it to you!'

Email the President - click here
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Club Captain’s
Reports
Peter Vining
As I write this report the rain is pouring down; winter is
on the way.

It was great to have the 2 metre glider event finished
before 10.30am. Well done lads.

Club members need to think about parking conditions
and may be park on the outside roadway alongside the
river.

The Club has a new mower and within the next week
the field will be rolled again. Thanks to Ivan for his
help with the rolling operation.

During winter it is a good idea to go over your models
and check for damage or breakages. Also a clean out of the toolbox is helpful. The tool-box often
becomes a mini rubbish bin.

For winter flying changing your tyres to a diameter
larger can help on ground
handling. These can be lightweight but still check your C
or G just in case.
Happy flying.

It is a good idea to check your
storage set up regarding batteries
and fuel. These items should be
safely separated for travelling.
Also check that your Li-po
batteries are safely stored. This
includes wire connectors. If these
are allowed to arc with tools or
another battery a fire could
happen.

Peter Vining
Club Captain
April 2017

It was good to see our new member Warwick fly his Radian last Sunday. He was able to have four flights and
two of these included good landings.
The Radian is a great model to start a new flyer. Renee Redmond has total packages or just parts for these gliders.
The Club has two members in wheelchairs and we are looking to give them a safe area to fly from. This may be
just in front of where we stand to fly thus giving them clear view left or right of the runway.
I have seen a number of modellers fly their aircraft both high and far away. This can be dangerous if you cannot
tell which attitude your plane is in.
Please note that no flying is to be carried out over the house to the south. There is plenty of air space elsewhere.
Approach to the runway does not have to be anywhere near the house.
Happy flying.
Peter Vining, Club Captain,
May 2017

Two of Rene’s wide
range of models.
May 2017

Email the Club Captain - click here
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From the
Editors Desk
Linda Lambess
Last Sunday, it was such a glorious day I decided to
head out to the field to take some photos for this
publication and in the process enjoy some quiet time
walking some country roads. Ivan dropped me off at the
Spur Road intersection and I took time to enjoy the
beautiful country we are lucky enough to live in. The
rolling hills with Mt Ruapehu in the background, I
realised that in this
day and age for some
reason with all our
“time saving” devices
we don’t take enough
time to stop and smell
the roses or in this
case the clean, green
countryside. Took a
lot of photos of the
countryside
and
ended up running out
of battery for the
planes.
Today is ANZAC day and a day to remember those
members of our armed forces who have given so much,
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not only physically.
The
entire nation joins together
in unity to reflect on
conflicts around the world
and say thank you to those
men and woman who have
served.
Indoor flying starts in a
couple of weeks - it is time
to get that model dusted
off and checked out before “it bounces off the walls”.
Indoor dates are printed on the calendar in Servo
Chatter and on our website.
Thank you to those of you have submitted flying results
- remember I would love some photos of a build or
rebuild, a simple hint of making things easier or safer,
even a link to a website. Please share the photos you
take at the field or in the workshop of your aircraft. I am
happy to put your newsletter together but need your
input - I really don’t want to resort to recipes!
Take care and keep warm, Happy Landings, Linda

Email the editor - click here
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Flemming’s
Before & After
A

B

C

Flemming’s Kloud King suffered from the
effects of gravity on 12 February 2017
when photos A and B were taken. Photo C
was taken 9 April - just 2 months later.
Great rebuild.

Clothes Peg Clip Hint
When setting up the aileron linkage, it is helpful to have a third hand
holding the aileron in the centre position.
The next best thing is to make this simple alignment jig out of a
clothespin and two pieces of balsa. Just put the two pieces of balsa
above and below the aileron centred on the gap between the aileron
and wing trailing edge. Attach the clothespin to hold the aileron in
place. The soft balsa will help prevent the clothespin from marking the
surface.
Just be sure to remove it before operating the servo when testing the
throws...
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Flying is not dangerous, crashing is
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Buddy Box
Ladderman turns Professional
with his new model ‘nipple”

Ladderman turns Professional
with his new model “Nipple”

Russ is ready to
grab the fry pan!

Great to have a visit from Pete Brown
from Kapiti with his Kittyhawk.
Quote of the day during the Radian
Competitions “This blue sky makes it too hard to
see our planes, we want some
clouds!”
The black clouds a few hours later
would have been ideal.
Buddy Box is a new page for Servo Chatter - let us
know what your buddies are up to. I have asked for
information on what you are building or flying to little or
no avail - are you happier to let me know what other
club members are up to?
This is Servo Chatter - chatter is talk, gossip, chat,
conversation, twaddle, prattle, gas, yakking it is not a
soliloquy - please let me know some gossip. Obviously
anything slanderous is not welcome and confidentially
is assured.
If I don’t hear anything - watch out, I may just make it
up!!!!
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Time to get those little
planes ready. Indoor starts
9 May

Better to hit the far fence at five MPH than the close fence at approach speed
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Aeroneers
2 Metre
Glider Results

2 April 2017

Eight Souring Souls showed up at Modelport to seek
thermals and circles and pit their skills against each
other for three rounds of silent flight spoiled only by a
continuous friendly banter and the odd unmentionable
word spilt when an aircraft dropped short of that elusive
circumference.

For a change Mr Weather provided us with a fair
breeze straight down the runway and the usual mix of
rising air separated by deep crevasses. What was
most noticeable and surprising this day was turbulence
of quantity and quality that I had not previously experienced above Modelport.

Three Bruces were absent having managed to keep
secret from Ladderman something more important than
Aeroneers 2m Glider competition.

Again Ivan performed the majority of bungee retrievals
without partaking of the pleasure of flying himself.
Thank you very much Ivan, you assisted the flying of
three rounds well within our allotted 90 minutes.

Thanks to a greater effort from helpers everything was
ready to go at 0900 and the first launches set out in
search of hot air shortly after the four legged runway
obstructions were herded to the South corner.

Peter Vining

3:06

-

3:23

50

4:59

50

776

Merv Matthews

3:09

50

3:35

50

3:52

50

768

Mike Randall

3:05

50

4:04

50

2:56

50

737

Alvah Brickhill

2:28

-

3:58

50

4:01

50

727

Ladderman

3:04

50

3:11

50

3:47

-

694

Flemming Ravn

1:57

50

4:03

50

2:56

50

680

Brian Dickons

3:28

-

4:15

-

4:15

-

632

Greg Findon

3:06

-

3:45

50

2:16

-

585

Next
Competition
May 7

Tomboy
Results
9 April 2017
Round 1
Ladderman
Flemming
Peter V
Greg
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20/5
18
16/5
15/5

Round 2
20/5
18/5
16/5
15

Round 3
18
20/5
16/5
15/5

68
66
63
55

The model must remain within the height restrictions
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Vintage
Results
“Seven vintage buffs turned out to contest the April round and were surprised by the good weather conditions for
a change. Tama and Mike joining the fray once more – welcome back guys – and Bruce McKay probably breathing a sigh of relief upon the realisation that ‘yes’ that the elusive final third round score was actually going to be
included this time!!”
“See you all next month, weather permitting”
Results on the day:
Flight Times
Minutes

3
Time

3
Time

Min

Sec

Landing
Points

Bruce McKay

3

1

20

3

2

Bruce Woodfield

2

57

20

3

Brian Dickons

3

18

Greg Findon

2

12

Tama Randell

3

5

Flemming Ravn

2

58

Peter Vining

3

4

3
Time

Landing
Points

M

20

2

1

2

3

2

3

2

40

2

2

58

3

0

20

3

6

2

57

20

3

5

3

1

M

S

Landing
Points

Round
1
Points

Round
2
Points

Round
3
Points

Total
Points

55

20

199

198

195

592

55

20

197

179

195

571

2

162

178

178

518

28

152

160

148

460

175

178

180

533

20

198

174

197

569

20

196

195

199

590

S

Competitors

20

20

Ouch - Safety Always
A nasty accident occurred last year when Colin Bonds'
aircraft was being sound-tested in line with the BMFA
guidelines, following a noise complaint at their club field
at Sandhays, Lincolnshire.
The model's three-blade Biela propeller, spinning at
6500rpm, escaped from the DLE-111 and hit him in the
groin. All six of the prop-retaining bolts securing the propeller had sheared, sending the propeller into free-flight
and hitting Colin who was positioned 7M to the side of
the model holding a decibel reading device.
Fortunately he has pretty much overcome his injuries, but
has suffered horribly through a prolonged rehabilitation.
What we learned from this incident is that the propeller
needs to have a secondary safeguard to prevent it
leaving the drive shaft in the event of a catastrophic bolt
failure such as this. If a substantial spinner system such
as a spun aluminium type is fitted then there's a high
probability the spinner and its retaining bolt will contain
such an event. Failing the use of a spinner (as is often

May 2017

the case with non-scale tugs) we now fit a strong washer,
bolted in place using the internal thread of the prop shaft.
I chose to use a larger washer that also covers all of the
prop bolts, thereby offering some back pressure to prevent them from coming loose in the first place. This simple arrangement should contain the prop in the event of
such a failure in the future.
Having done this on my tugs I do feel more comfortable
now, along with a far more heightened awareness of the
dangers of operating large, high power engines.
Constantly operating this kind of machinery can breed
complacency, to which I hold my
hands up as been guilty of. The pain
that Colin has suffered is a reminder
that we need to be mindful and much
more aware of these ever-present
dangers.
Thanks Peter for this article. Linda

Nothing can be accomplished without taking any chance at all.
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Assassin and
SPAD Report
A beautiful day dawned on Colyton but with the lack of
competitors there was to be no Assassin or SPAD
flown.
I know there are Assassins out there, how about
dusting them off and bringing them out.
I had intended on running the new proposed
competition, details below, but with only 2 showing up
it wasn’t worth setting up the poles etc….
Next event will be the 28th May, lets try the new
competition then and have some fun (and laughs)
Below are the manoeuvres that will score points for the
event.
All points accumulate until either you crash or land
successfully (30 extra points). Once a plane has
crashed/landed on the flight line it may not be retrieved
and relaunched until the next event. (if the plane
however decides to catch fire or pose a risk then the
event will end and the plane will need to be retrieved).
Event lasts for 3 minutes, all flyers launch at the same
time. 2 launch attempts allowed. 3 planes per event as
marking will become too difficult with more planes. (this
will depend on who is there on the day and if we can
successfully have more flying and mark at the same
time).
There will be one/two markers that will note down what
manoeuvres are completed by a flyer. It is up to the
flyer to call out the manoeuvre they have done. (i.e
Tama, 1)
I realise there is a lot to remember here so on the day
Manoeuvre
number

we may decide to only keep 2-4 of the manoeuvres so
as not to make it too complicated. This decision will be
made at the pilots briefing after discussion with the
pilots involved. (Points table below).
Strategy and skilled flying is the key here. A flyer can
constantly keep flying under the string for 3 minutes
and accumulate a good score but 3 of these successful
manoeuvres (3 x 10 = 30 points) would equal 1
successful barrel roll around the string. If you are a
basic flyer and can get under the string successfully 20
times then that is 230 points (including a successful
landing). If you are a cocky bugger and try to go for a
outside roll and crash then you don’t get any more
points after you hit the deck…
NOTE: you do not need to attempt all manoeuvres!
Assassins are made to take the knocks and keep
flying.
We do not have a lot of success with the combat side
of these planes so time to test your flying skills and
have some fun!
I am very open to any suggestions with regard to this
so come see me if you have any!
Lets make this event as fun and entertaining as
possible!
Cheers, Tama

Manoeuvre

Points
scored

1

Fly under string

10

2

Inverted fly under string

20

3

Barrel roll around string

30

4

Outside roll around string

50

5

Aileron roll under string (Not before or after string but while flying under it)

70

6

Barrel roll round around string with aileron roll at top

85

7

Outside roll around string with aileron roll at top

100

8

Collision but keep flying

50

Successful landing at end of event

30
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The only time an airplane has too much fuel on board is when it’s on fire.
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Radian
Results
Year to Date Results
Overall
Position

Competitor

Total Points

Feb

Mar

Apr

1

Bruce McKay

2214

-

1049

1165

2

Greg Findon

2200

-

1218

982

3

Bruce Woodfield

2174

-

1123

1051

4

Merv Matthews

1897

-

897

1000

5

Len Ruby

1054

-

1054

DNC

6

Peter Vining

994

-

994

DNC

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Hints
Potato peeler
carver

Straw
cable runners

Do you have to carve some balsa, but you’ve lost or
misplaced your razor plane and the hobby shop is closed?
Here’s an alternative that’s as near as the gadget drawer in
your kitchen: a vegetable peeler! This handy tool works
great to carve leading edges, turtle decks, and other areas
where you need to remove balsa quickly and easily. Don’t
let your wife in on the secret or you’ll be peeling potatoes!
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Whenever you have to run servo wires or extensions in your
model or field box, there is always a chance that they can
end up a tangled mess. An excellent way of keeping them
untangled or held in place is by enclosing them in a rigid
conduit. A plastic straw with a slit cut along its length is a
great conduit for the servo wires. Just press the wire into
the straw along the slit; the slit snaps back into shape, and
presto… you have a nice straight run of wires. To remove a
wire, just pull it back out through the slit. The straw can be
left loose or spot-glued to the fuselage to hold a fixed position. I have been using straws for conduit for years. I cut
them in a spiral direction and wind them on the wires. They
are flexible and can stretch to fit as many wires that you
need.

Good habits deteriorate over time.
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Buddy Box
Extract from Wairarapa Daily
Times, 21 April 1917

Spot the rebellious radian wing unfortunately the fuselage was
nowhere to be found.

One word sums up both events ...

Soldiers are not the only ones who
can tell good yarns from the front.
Mr Robert Greig, the actor, tells
one of three soldiers, each of
whom had a German trophy. One
had a Prussian helmet, one a
sabre, and the third a door
knocker. Asked by some friends
the meaning of the door knocker,
the proud possessor said, “as I was
knocking at the door of a house a
shell came along and blew the
house out of my hand.”

Electric
Start
Spotted!

Scott has a couple of projects on the workbench. Thanks Scott. Enjoy the builds.

The Biggin Hill
ANZAC Day
formation with a GoPro and a photographer in the Avenger,
however the
Avenger suffered a
burst hydraulic line
after Hunterville and
made a decision to
make a early return
to Ohakea as a
precaution.
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Ivan delivers Suzanne
Prentice to the stage at the
Manawatu Tattoo.

Better to hit the far fence at five MPH than the close fence at approach speed
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Kittyhawk down,
1 May 1943
Old Wellington Region
On this day 74 years ago, Sergeant Victor Thomas
Marchant, 421076, RNZAF was flying his Curtiss P40E Kittyhawk north from Baring Head during training.
He was a son of Henry William Marchant & Charlotte
Jane Westwood of Wanganui.
The Kittyhawk was built by Curtiss in Buffalo, New
York. Constructors Number 19957.
* Assigned U. S. Army, serial number 41-36124.
* Assigned Royal Air Force (RAF), serial number
ET770. Disassembled, shipped overseas and
reassembled
* Assigned to the Royal New Zealand Air Force
(RNZAF) as Kittyhawk serial number NZ3031 and
assigned to 16 Squadron with code XO-R. It operated
from Woodbourne Airfield.
On 1 May 1943, Sgt Marchant was in training, flying
above the Wainuiomata hills. At 11:15 hours, when
crossing a ridge, they were caught in a downdraft and
crashed into the hill.

The cache is placed near the remains of the motor
which is approx. 1km from the actual crash site. The
crash site includes landing gear legs and bits of
fuselage. The propeller hub, part of one wing and
some of the undercarriage are reportedly also in the
stream bed but some distance further up the creek.
The remains of the V12 Allison Motor can be viewed by
taking a walk along the Whakanui/McKerrow track and
turn off when you reach Skerrets Creek.
For more information as to where and ease of
accessibility
click
on
this
link:
https://
www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC1MCE9_kittyhawkdown-wellington?guid=34ab134f-6857-48d3-8fbb007b52be09a7
I believe the Kittyhawk pictured in heading is one based in
Masterton.

Sergeant Marchant was officially declared dead the
day of the mission and is buried at Aramoho cemetery,
Wanganui.
The plane, damaged beyond repair, was officially
written off.
The wreckage remains to this day but is spread over a
wide area with some in the stream bed below the ridge.
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Safety doesn’t happen by accident
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Calendar
Check our website for update information
www.aeroneers.com

May 2017
Mon 1 May Servo Chatter on line
Fri 5 May
Social Drinks @ Rose & Crown,
Sat 6 May
Test flying and training
Sun 7 May
2 metre glider flying
Tues 9 May Indoor
Sat 13 May Test flying and training
Sun 14 May Tomboy and vintage flying
Sat 20 May Test flying and training
Sun 21 May Radian, cub and scale
Thurs 25 May Club Night Sat 27 May Test flying and training
Sun 2* May Sport flying
Mon 30 May Servo Chatter June deadline

July 2017
Sat 1 July
Sat 1 July
Sun 2 July
Tue 4 July
Fri 7July
Sat 8 July
Sun 9 July
Sat 15 July
Sun 16 July
Thurs 20 July
Sat 22 July
Sun 23 July
Thurs 27 July
Sat 29 July
Sun 30 July
Sun 30 July

Servo Chatter on line
Test flying and training
2m glider flying & Sport flying
Indoor
Social Drinks @ Rose & Crown,
Test flying and training
Tomboy, Vintage flying & Sport
Test flying and training
Radian, Cub, Scale & Sport
Committee Meeting
Test flying and training
Combat
Club Night Test flying and training
Sport flying
Servo Chatter August deadline

June 2017
Thurs1 June Servo Chatter on line
Fri 2 June
Social Drinks @ Rose & Crown,
Sat 3 June
Test flying and training
Sun 4 June
2m glider flying & Sport flying
Mon 5 June Sport flying (Queen’s birthday)
Sat 10 June Test flying and training
Sun 11 June Tomboy, Vintage flying & Sport
Tues 13 June Indoor
Thurs 15 June Committee Meeting
Sat 17 June Test flying and training
Sun 18 June Radian, cub, scale & Sport
Thurs 22 June Club Night Sat 23 June Test flying and training
Sun 24 June Sport flying
Fri 30 June
Servo Chatter July deadline

2 0 1 7 I N D O O R F LY I N G D AT E S

Tuesday 9 May,
Tuesday 13 June,

May 2017

Always remember to fly your airplane with your head, not your hands.

Tuesday 4 July,
Tuesday 1 Aug,
Tuesday 12 Sep.
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Club
Information and
Committee
Club Address:
P.O. Box 800, Palmerston North.
Club Website: www.aeroneers.com

President:
Greg Findon, 06 356 1571
president@aeroneers.com
Vice President:
Bruce Woodfield, 029 357 8039
vicepresident@aeroneers.com
Treasurer:
Clive Martis, 06 357 8832
treasurer@aeroneers.com

Club Email: aeroeers@aeroneers.com
Club Flying Site:
End of Spur Road West, Colyton.

Secretary and Editor
Linda Lambess, 06 323 4918
021 2106139
secretary@aeroneers.com
editor@aeroneers.com
Club Captain:
Peter Vining, 027 443 2378
Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com

Committee:
Ivan Huntley, 06 323 4918,
021 2106138
Alvah Brickhill, 021 0522875
Webmaster:
Tama Randell, 027 2920363

Palmerston North Aeroneers

Palmerston North Aeroneers

Club Subscriptions

Tee Shirts and Hats

Senior Membership $140 (this subs include the $75
NZMAA affiliation)
Family Membership $145
Junior (under 18) $40
Associate $40
Associate Flying $65
Subs are per annum.
Please pay Clive Martis or any committee member or
online to Westpac Account 03 1522 0020708 00
Palmerston North Aeroneers.
Don’t forget to
include your name in the details box.
Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com to advise
Clive of your payment.
You need to be a paid member to fly at the
club airfield.
The club needs to pay the Insurance fees to the
NZMAA prior to March 31 to ensure all club members
are covered by the MFNZ public liability insurance.
The views or ideas expressed in this publication are not
necessarily those of the club executive or committee. Every care
is taken to ensure accuracy, but the club will not be responsible
for the content of advertisements or any material contained
therein. The editor reserves the right of publication.
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Club hats and shirts are
now available.
Hat - $15
Your typical fisherman
“Gilligan” style.
Shirt - $30
They are 100% Dri-zone
polyester, anti-snag and
moisture wicking.
UPF rating 50+.
See a committee member.

Happy
Mother’s Day
to my wife,
who’s not my
mum but still
thinks I should
buy her a card
and gifts.

Remember Mothers Day - May 14

There are two kinds of airplanes. Those you fly and those that fly you.
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